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VIP Selections
Brewery

Beer Name

Brothers Craft
Blood Orange
Brewing
Admiral
(22/23)
Captain
Lawrence
(22/23)

Hardywood
(22/23)

Reaver
Beach
(22/23)

Style

Description

Double IPA

Suitable for both the hop-novice and the bitter elite, this double IPA
commands attention. With a more than generous hop blend it delivers
8.3%
a bitter citrus bite that is sure to fill your sails. Stand tall and salute
The Admiral

This golden ale was aged in oak barrels with Brettanomyces and a
few choice flowers to give it a complex and floral aroma. Tart, tangy
Hops & Roses Dry Hopped Sour
and full of flavor. Straight from the Captain’s cellar to yours, we hope
you enjoy.

Ruse

Hoptopus

Patiently aged in red wine barrels, Hardywood Ruse unites port-like
Imperial Milk
qualities with distinct dark chocolate and molasses characteristics,
Stout Aged in
while oak and leather dominate the aromatics. It offers a rich
Red Wine Barrels
mouthfeel with a deceptively dry, tannic finish.

Double IPA

Hoptopus DIPA is an 8-legged hopheads dream. Its 8.8% ABV malt
base balances with 8 separate additions of hops, 108 IBUs, and a
foolishly generous dry hop to make this denizen of the deep a lupulin
delight.

ABV

IBU

73

5.5%

11.3%

8.8%

108

ABV

IBU

General Selections
Brewery

Beer Name

Style

Description

AB – VED
Innovation
(15)

Clubtails

Malt style
beverage

The product is designed to appeal to the consumer that likes sweeter
drinks but wants more alcohol content. The cocktail flavor profiles
10%
have a clean refreshing taste based on a quality malt base.

AB-VED
Innovation
(15)

Spiked Seltzer Seltzer water

Made exclusively from purified water and natural ingredients. The
fresh fruit flavors infused in spiked seltzer are derived from coldpressed citrus essence from a variety of fruits.

6%

IPA

India Pale Ale

It’s Pretty Awesome. A San Diego classic, AleSmith IPA showcases
the versatility of American hops. Aromas of grapefruit and tangerine
lead into an abundance of fresh pine and tropical fruit notes followed
by a crisp, resinous bitterness. The complex hop profile is supported
by a firm malt presence to create an incredibly flavorful and wellbalanced IPA.

7.25% 73

AleSmith
Brewing Co.
(5)

AleSmith
Brewing Co.
(5)

Speedway

Stout Imperial

Speedway Stout’s ominous, pitch-black appearance has become a
hallmark of this modern-day classic. Chocolate and roasted malts
dominate the flavor, supported by notes of dark fruit, toffee, and
caramel. A healthy dose of locally-roasted coffee from Ryan Bros.
12%
Coffee, Inc. added to each batch brings out the beer’s dark chocolate
flavors and enhances its drinkability. Despite its intensity, Speedway
Stout’s fine carbonation and creamy mouthfeel make it very smooth
and surprisingly easy to drink.

Alpine (46)

Duet Am

IPA

A West Coast IPA original single IPA made with Simcoe and Amarillo
7%
hops in harmony.

Alpine (46)

Windows up
AM

IPA

This west coast style IPA is 7% and chocked full of Citra and Mosaic
hops. Piney aromas mingle with fruity notes, while hints of citrus fruit
and an overall lingering resinous quality lend a touch of complexity to
this dank IPA.

7%

70

41

Brewery

Beer Name

Style

Description

ABV

IBU

India Pale Ale

Some of the best days on the farm are those which are spent sitting
back with a few brews and taking it all in. This tropical IPA was
crafted with those days in mind, so we could share the taste of our
favorite farm days with you. You’ll love the citrus hop flavors with
strong tropical fruit aromas, this is nothing short of delicious.

7%

71

Ale

Named after the beautiful Woodbourne manor house this Golden
Honey American Wheat Ale is a staple of Bald Top. Infused with farm
5.5%
fresh local honey from Haywood Honey this wheat beer is refreshing,
crisp and a has a clean finish.

23

Blonde Ale

An approachable beer, with some substance. Bonito blonde ale is
inspired by perma-sunny days. This brew draws you in with its golden
color and soft malt character, while the light mouthfeel and dry finish 4.5%
keeps you coming back. And what would set a San Diego blonde
apart? A subtle hint of hops, naturally.

20

Pale Ale

Grunion Pale Ale wasn’t born on a beach, but in a
backyard. Originating from an employee-only home brew contest,
this award-winning hoppy pale ale is named after the tiny local fish
5.5%
known for late night frolics on shore. A pair of new hop varieties lend
strong yet balanced summer melon aromas and herbal flavors, while
a soft caramel malt sweetness holds it all together.

35

IPA with
Pineapple

Pineapple Sculpin IPA came from one of many small-batch cask
experiments to enhance the flavor of our signature IPA. With so many
tropical hop notes in Sculpin, how could we not try adding some
7%
sweet, juicy pineapple? The combination of fruity flavors and hop
intensity definitely packs a punch.

70

Manta Ray

Double IPA

This new IPA rises above the rest.
They’ve developed many IPA recipes in their R&D program, but right
from the tank, our Manta Ray Double IPA was a winner. Aromas of
fresh, citrusy tangerine, melon and light pine leap from the beer and
linger over a smooth finish. Like its namesake, this brew can sneak
up on you – a big beer without a bite.

8.5%

70

Beer Hound
(30)

Ole Yella

American pale
wheat ale

This pale ale pours a cloudy amber with a thick rich white head.
Presents aromas of citrus and light hints of baking bread. Easy
drinking beer that balances the bready sweetness with a bracing
bitterness.

6.1%

38

Beer Hound
(30)

Teddys Cream American Cream Pours a clear straw color with a thick rich white head. Teddy offers a
5.4%
Ale
Ale
smooth, easy drinking flavor that does wonders to quench your thirst.

18

Bald Top (43) Lazy Daze

Bald Top (43) Manor House

Ballast Point
(55)

Ballast Point
(55)

Ballast Point
(55)

Ballast Point
(55)

Bonito Blonde

Grunion

Pineapple
Sculpin

Blue
Dark Hollow
Mountain (42)

Bourbon Barrel
Aged Stout

Their dark, low-roast imperial stout has notes of bourbon and vanilla
from extended barrel aging in charred American oak bourbon barrels,
10%
patiently breathing in and out of the wood, gaining complexity, depth
and character.

70

Blue
Full Nelson
Mountain (42)

Virginia Pale Ale

Blue Mountain’s flagship Virginia Pale Ale features a balanced malt
body followed by a burst of American hop flavor and aroma. Citrusy,
floral and highly sessionable!

5.9%

60

Blue
Hop Works
Mountain (42) Orange

IPA

This orange infused IPA is a light crystal malt with a heavy hand of
Simcoe, Cascade, and centennial hops complemented by natural
orange flavoring.

7%

65

Blue
Rockfish
Mountain (42) Wheat Ale

Bavarian style
hefeweizen

This refreshing warm weather favorite features yeast driven banana
and clove flavors with citrus undertones. Delicious when served with
or without a lemon slice

5.3%

16

Bold Rock
(36)

Cider

Like a dry wine with complex flavors. The apple character marries
with the added fruit to create a balanced flavor.

4.7%

Cherry

Brewery

Beer Name

Style

Description

Hopped Cider

India Pressed
Apple

Dry-hopped with a blend of five hops, including Cascade, Centennial,
and Citra, India Pressed Apple blends the tartness of fresh-pressed
4.7%
apples with the slightly sweet notes of passionfruit, grapefruit, and
citrus.

Bold Rock
(36)

Virginia Apple

Granny Smith
Cider

Bold Rock’s original and consistently most popular offerings, Apple is
a crisp and refreshing Granny Smith-style cider made with local
4.7%
apples picked in the Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia and North
Carolina.

Bold Rock
(36)

Virginia Draft

Amber Apple
Cider

This smooth and distinctive hard cider has superb drinkability making
4.7%
it perfect anytime anywhere.

Sour IPA

Successful teamwork requires a little self-examination or in this case
a Citraspective. A collaboration between Harrisonburg Virginias
Brothers Craft Brewing and NoDa Brewing Company, Citraspective is
5.0%
a sour IPA brewed with the hops of its namesake. Hoppy and
Delightfully zesty, Citraspective is the result of our breweries joint
introspection

Helles Lager

Lil’ Hellion is a testament to the Bavarian brewing tradition of quality
ingredients, precise balance and craftsmanship. Muted German hops
add a subtle depth that compliments the soft malty sweetness and
4.9%
unbelievably clean finish that define the Helles, a refreshing golden
lager that is sure to satisfy with every sip.

18

Sour Wheat

This tart, german style berliner weisse is as authentic as it gets. Using
lactobacillus and a hint of brettanomyces to sour this very unusual low
3.1%
gravity wheat beer. To cut the tartness for those with sweeter tastes,
raspberry or woodruff syrup is a traditional way to sweeten the beer.

2

Golden Ale

This hoppy Belgian-style golden ale is a wickedly good golden ale. Its
friendishly dry-hopped with american hops to add a layer of
complexity and mystery to its fruity, dry belgian style character. Citrus
8.5%
and resin diabolically combine with ripe melon, pear and slight
peppery spice in a precariously effervescent mixture. Enjoy it, but
you’ll want to keep an eye out.

35

Pilsner

The 6th borough may just be a state of mind, but the folks at Captain
Lawrence live here, and this beer was brewed here. Bright, crisp and
hoppy, this beer will bring you back to the “burbs” with each sip.

5%

35

India Pale Ale

They jumped the gun along the way making their Hop
Commander IPA before a base but it worked out for them. Working
backwards gave them an incredible profile to work off of to make a
very well balanced IPA with a lighter, softer touch than their Imperial
version but still packed with hops.

6.5%

65

Chaos
4 Mad Chefs
Mountain (18) Belg quad

Belgian
Quadrupel

This Belgian style quadruple is our tribute to our chef friends who are
known on occasion to go a little over the edge. They have graciously
proven to us that food is an art and that they love their craft. We hope
8.5%
it is a worthy and perfect compliment to a well-cooked meal. Deep
brown in color with hints of caramel, plum and fig, this big beer is
great with hearty fare or as an after dinner beer.

20

Chaos
Squatch Ale
Mountain (18)

Scotch Ale

This big malty scotch ale presents a wealth of complex flavors. Not
too dark with a little bit of initial sweetness, it finishes dry. This beer
7.5%
will put hair on your chest and like our buddy Squatch, maybe all over.

25

Barleywine

Devils builds the flavors for their complex English inspired barleywine
using six imported malts and two diverse hops. The result is a
11.6% 50
complex, well matured ale meant to be savored with each sip, Savory,
Full, Rewarding.

Bold Rock
(36)

Brothers Craft
CitraSpective
Brewing (21)

Brothers Craft
Lil’ Hellion
Brewing (21)

The Bruery
(13)

Frederick
Hotthenroth

The Bruery
(13)

Mischief
Belgian

Captain
Lawrence
Brewing (8)

6 Borough

Captain
Lawrence
Brewing (8)

Hop
Commander
IPA

th

Devils
Backbone
(38)

Tectonic

Devils
Backbone
(38)

Baracus Brown
Brown Ale
Ale

This BABBA (Bad Attitude Big Brown Ale) is hella hoppy, with resin,
citrus and pine hop flavor from intense hopping and dry hopping. Pity
the fools who don’t like Baracus…

ABV

8.5%

IBU

90

Brewery

Beer Name

Dogfish Head
Flesh & Blood
(6)

Dogfish Head SeaQuench
(6)
Ale

Firestone
Walker
Brewing
Company
(14)

Luponic
Distortion#5

Style

Description

ABV

IBU

India Pale Ale

Flesh & Blood began with a ton of real citrus including lemon flesh
and blood orange juice—hence the name—plus orange and lemon
peel. Then the brewers began searching for the perfect combination
of hops to perfectly complement the citrus flavors. After trialing
number of different hops one-by-one, they emerged with Warrior and
Centennial. Flesh & Blood balances the resinous hoppy
characteristics of an American IPA with the explosive zesty fruitiness
and subtle drying tartness of citrus to deliver a highly quaffable ale
that’s incredibly unique and lovely to down the whole year round.

7.5%

45

Sour

SeaQuench Ale is our session sour quencher made with lime peel,
black lime and sea salt. It’s a citrusy-tart union of three German styles
of beer blissfully brewed into one. We begin by brewing a
straightforward Kolsch with lots of wheat and Munich Malt, then we
4.9%
brew a salty Gose with black limes, coriander and our sea salt. We
follow it all up with a citrusy-tart Berlinerweiss made with lime juice
and lime peel. All three beers are then blended together in the
fermentation tank to create this German hybrid.

10

India Pale Ale

Now in rotation: Revolution No. 005, the latest release in Firestone
Walker’s Luponic Distortion revolving hop series, featuring yet
another trailblazing blend of distinctive hops. Feb 2017 - May 2017
Revolution No. 005 is driven by a mix of five different hop varieties,
led by an emerging American cultivar from the Yakima region.
Together, these hops deliver a complex spectrum of ripe tropical fruit
aromas with notes of guava, mango, pineapple, orange, blackberry,
green tea and Meyer lemon. In true Luponic Distortion fashion,
bitterness is moderate but snappy, with a balance of light maltybready sweetness and a soft mouthfeel.

5.9%

59

West Coast IPA

This originator of our “Jack” IPA family is double dry‐hopped to create
bold grapefruit, tangerine and citrus flavors, all contrasted by pale
malt sweetness to rein in the intensity. The result is a tribute to—and 7.5%
a twist on—the IPA style that put the West Coast on the craft beer
map.

70

Firestone
Walker
Brewing
Company
(14)

Union Jack

Fordham
Dominion
Brewing Co.
(47)

Cherry
Lager
Blossom Lager

Spring Seasonal, Cherry Blossom Lager is conditioned on red sour
cherry pureé and dark sweet cherry pureé for 48 hours. It is
delightfully effervescent, blushing, and tart and resembles a cherry
champagne.

4.2%

20

Fordham
Dominion
Brewing Co.
(47)

Candi Belgium Belgian-Style
Triple
Tripel

May taste like sugar and spice, but her beguiling introduction is far
from nice. Saaz and Hallertau hops provide a clean, floral aroma with
10%
minimal hop bitterness and the soft sweetness of apricot and pear
lingers nicely against a dry finish.

20

Inspired by the city of Chicago and densely populated with flavor,
312’s spicy aroma of Cascade hops is followed by a crisp, fruity ale
flavor delivered in a smooth, creamy body that's immensely
refreshing.

18

Goose Island 312 Urban
(39)
Wheat

Urban Wheat

Goose Island
Matilda
(39)

Belgian Style
Pale Ale

Green Flash
(48)

Ale

GFB is a light, refreshing, crushable blonde ale with hints of honey
and orange peel complemented by a mellow malt character. At 4.8%, 4.8%
it is expertly crafted to enhance any occasion

15

Wheat Ale

Get amped on Passion Fruit Kicker—a jaw-dropping, mouth-watering,
smooth brew with sweet, tart, fruity flavor. They layer passion fruit tea
and passion fruit juice with wheat malt and 2-row malted barley to
5.5%
bring you this exhilarating crowd pleaser. Your palate will do a 360 for
more of this luscious wheat ale.

5

Green Flash
(48)

Blonde

Passionfruit
Kicker

4.2%

This ale is fermented with the wild yeast Brettanomyces. Matilda
7.0%
pours a golden sunrise color with dried fruit and clove aromas, a spicy
yeast flavor, and a satisfying dry finish.

26

Brewery

Beer Name

Style

Description

ABV

IBU

23

Green Flash
(48)

Sea to Sea

Zwickel Lager

Their San Diego roots are landing in Virginia Beach! Bringing you
freshness from East to West, Sea to Sea is an unfiltered Zwickel lager
layered with German Pilsner malts, Hallertau Mittelfrüh and Czech
4.0%
Saaz hops, 2-row barley, and traditional Pilsner yeast. This
sessionable brew has a light body with subtle sweet malt and fruity
hop flavors, notable lager yeast, and a crisp, clean finish.

Green Flash
(48)

Soul Style

IPA

Soul Style is their effortless and pure manifestation of the Single IPA.
Citra, Simcoe, and Cascade hops are layered, allowing bright tropical 6.5%
waves of flavorful citrus and floral notes to break gently on the palate.

75

German-style
Pilsner

Crisp, clean and incomparably quaffable, Hardywood Pils sparkles a
brilliant shade of gold with a rich, cloud-white head. Hand crafted with
only the finest European pilsner malt and German noble hops, Pils is
patiently conditioned for weeks in our lagering tanks, maturing into a
beer that refreshes the palate and satiates the soul. Brewed in strict
5.2%
accordance with the Reinheitsgebot, this classic pilsner is the
quintissential lager beer in its purest form. A tad drier than its
Bohemian cousin with the signature snappy herbal spice of Bavarian
Hallertau hops to balance delicate maltiness, this pils offers a nod to
old world tradition by the innovative brewers at Hardywood. Prost!

35

IPA

This is a refreshingly delicate body and a bright, juicy finish. Heirloom
Virginia barley rounds out the malt bill and creates a perfect sense of
5.2%
balance with a dose of citrusy Virginia hops. VIPA is our take on a
Virginia India Pale Ale.

30

IPA

This big bold juicy IPA is bursting with a bright tropical bouquet from
an artful mélange of four of the world’s most sought after hop
varietals. New Zealand nelson sauvin hops deliver a layer of
gooseberry and white wine. Citra brings passion fruit, lychee, melon
and citrus notes into the mix. Amarillo exudes fresh lemon, orange,
grapefruit and tropical floral aromas. A generous dose of mosaic
perfects the hop blend with a fragrance of berry and mango and a
backbone of earthy pine.

8.5%

85

Abbey Style

Brewed in the fashion of the abbey quadrupel, the grand cru of many
of Belgiums revered monastic breweries. Bourbon Cru displays a
sunset orange hue with a substantial head and brilliant clarity after
months of barrel aging. Almond toffee and oaky vanilla aromatics give 12%
way to dark cherries, raisins and mature whisky. A bit of plum flavor is
greeted by caramel overtones and an assertive yet incredibly rounded
body and a lingering bourbon-laced finish.

18

50

Hardywood
(31)

Hardywood
(31)

Hardywood
(31)

Hardywood
(31)

Hardywood
Pils

VIPA

Quadrahop
Imp IPA

Cru Bourbon
brl quad

Maine Beer
Company
(56)

Mo

Pale Ale

So for those who can handle more than most, they present Mo, their
first crack at an American pale ale. Ever-present notes of zesty citrus,
6%
passion fruit and pine are accented by very subtle malt sweetness for
an overall dry finish.

Maine Beer
Company
(56)

Peeper

American Ale

This American ale is dry, clean and well balanced with a generous
dose of American hops.

5.5%

45

Helles Lager

Helles Belles is a headliner for the masses. Light and flavorful, this
drinkable Lager strikes a chord between satisfyingly crisp and
deliciously crafted. It’s time to rock—all night long. This Munich-style
beer is the lightest of the European Lagers. With a sweet, toasted
malt flavor followed by a crisp, refreshing finish and just a hint of a
Noble hop aroma, Helles Belles defines balance and drinkability.

5.3%

28

Ninkasi (11)

Helles Belles

Brewery

Beer Name

Style

Description

ABV

IBU

84

Ninkasi (11)

Tricerahops

Double IPA

A colossal hop profile defines this deceivingly drinkable Double IPA.
Earthy and floral hops meld with a generous amount of malt, making
Tricerahops incredibly bold and balanced. Hoppy, intensely flavorful
Double IPAs are all about the hops and Tricerahops is no exception.
An earthy and floral hop profile define this Double IPA. Its bigger body 8%
and higher alcohol percentage balance the large volume of hops to
create a beer that is flavorful and drinkable. At 8% ABV, Tricerahops
is deceivingly smooth.

O’Connor
(35)

Heavy Footer
Dbl IPA

Double IPA

A heavy malt backbone is balanced by an outrageous hop profile. Dry
hopped not once, but twice, our double India pale ale exudes flavors 9%
and aromas of tropical fruits and citrus.

86

O’Connor
(35)

Zephyrweisse
Heffe

Hefeweizen

A devised recipe that takes 70% wheat and 30% pilsner malt, plus a
moderate dose of German Noble hops. The yeast exudes aromas of
4%
banana and mild citrus balanced with hints of clove. A perfect beer for
springtime drinking

18

West Coast IPA

From Civil War scrawls on the walls of Graffiti House to illicit aerosol
artistry we all endeavor to leave our mark. Their Graffiti House West
Coast Style IPA asserts its presence with a potent aroma of passion
fruit, mango, guava, and citrus. The bold and juicy tropical body is a
unique signature of the Mosaic hops, while Cascade hops contribute
to a clean citrus finish for a flavor so singular it leaves its
own indelible impression.

7.5%

75

Chukker Czech Pilsner

Crisp as the colors at the start of the first polo chukker, our deep
golden Czech style pilsner is as easy drinking as it is flavorful.
Brewed in the tradition of classic Bohemian Pilsners, Chukker has an
appealing spicy and floral character from the use of noble Czech
4.4%
Saaz Hops, perfectly balanced with light tones of toasted bread from
Pilsen and caramel malts. Enjoy a chukker with its noble pedigree,
like the game once played by Sultans and Kings!

33

Electric Sheep Amber

This beer builds on a pilsner malt foundation, which cultivates a
caramel aroma and a smooth, nutty flavor. German noble hops
provide just a dream of herbal sharpeness at the finish. No need to
flee this Belgian amber, it’s the perfect pint for any replicant or beerlover.

5.9%

20

40

Old Bust
Head (51)

Old Bust
Head (51)

Pale Fire
Brewing Co.
(27)

Graffiti House

Pale Fire
Brewing Co.
(27)

Salad Days

American two row barley and malted rye provide the canvas for
pungent Amarillo, simcoe and cascade hops to mingle with our house
American Saison
7.0%
saison yeast. Notes of grapefruit, peach, and bubblegum dance out of
the glass and mellow into a refreshingly tart, dry finish.

Parkway (9)

Orange Get
Bent

American IPA

Parkway (9)

Coffee Ale
Cock a Doodle
American Pale
Brew
Ale

Schlafly (3)

Hoppy Wheat

Get Bent Mountain IPA is a light bodied, west coast-styled IPA with a
delightful bready character balanced by lots of citrusy hops.

7.2%

67

Pale ale brewed with red rooster coffee.

5.9%

28

7%

50

Hoppy Wheat Ale is a hybrid style that combines the deep gold haze
and flavor of a sweet wheat beer with the bold hop wallop of an IPA.
American Wheat
Hoppy Wheats comprise one of the newest categories of beer styles
Pale Ale
hatched by the American craft beer industry that often reinterprets
classical European styles by making them hoppier and stronger.

Brewery

Schlafly (3)

Beer Name

Kolsch

Style

Description

ABV

IBU

Kolsch

Kölsch is a classic golden ale that uses a centuries old yeast strain
sourced from a famous Kölsch brewer in Köln, Germany. Fermented
at 63 degrees, then cold conditioned, it has the delicate fruity aroma
of an ale with the crisp, clean finish of a lager. It is brewed with lightly
roasted malt and 100% German Noble Hops: Perle for bitterness and 4.8%
Hallertau Traditional for flavor and aroma. Kölsch is unique to the
Schlafly brewery because Ulrike, a native of Köln and wife of brewery
co-founder Tom Schlafly, connected Schlafly Beer with the Gaffel
Brewery of Köln.

25

5.0%

11

Smartmouth
(29)

Sommer Fling
Hefe

Hefeweizen

This is easy and satisfying as a summer love. Clove and bubblegum
dominate the aroma of this traditional German-style hefeweizen,
which boasts a hint of banana on the tongue. It pours cloudy with the
pale golden tone of a settling sun. This effervescent brew, full of nostrings-attached deliciousness, will linger until the carefree summer
turns to autumn.

Smartmouth
(29)

Notch 9 Am
Dbl IPA

Double IPA

Big DIPA with bold notes of citrus, pine, and earthy hops. Mediumbodied with vibrant citrusy & piney hop flavors. Mild malt sweetness,
dry finish with very high hop bitterness.

9.1%

105

South Street
Brewery (41)

Bar Hopper

Pale ale

A bitter, moderately strong American pale ale that uses its clean
supporting malt to showcase its hop character.

6.8%

60

South Street
Brewery (41)

Hop Grove

Pale ale

An intensely hoppy pale ale with minimal malt character, designed to
showcase its strong hop flavors.

8.55% 53

th

Starr Hill (26)

Warehouse
Pils

German Pilsner

In celebration of Dave Matthews band 25 anniversary show, we’ve
brewed a special beer: a german pilsner is dry-hopped with German
hops, golden in color with a mildly floral flavor and a crisp malt finish.
Its perfect for those warm spring days-this we admit tastes so good.

5.5%

20

Starr Hill (26)

The Hook
Grapefruit IPA

IPA

The tart freshness of grapefruit perfectly complements this fullflavored beer’s bright citrus hop character, which its sessionable body 4.9%
brings you back for more.

38

Troegs (28)

Troeganator

Lager

Thick and chewy with intense notes of caramel, chocolate and dried
stone fruit, ‘Nator (as we call him) serves as a tribute to this liquid
bread style

8.2%

25

It’s impossible to forget your first squeeze. Once a year, as the
newest humulus lupulus harvest arrives at Troegs, we blend these
7.5%
super fresh hops into an imperial amber ale. Excessively dry-hopped,
Nugget Nectar is an explosion of pine, resin and mango.

93

Troegs (28)

Nugget Nector Ale

2017 gnarly hops layout

15

14

30. Beer Hound
31. Hardywood
32. Shenandoah Spice Co.
33. Christopher Mize
34. Distinguished Engagements
35. O’Connor
36. Bold Rock
37. VINOSITY/Fär Göhn
38. Devil’s Backbone
39. Goose Island
40. Daddy G’s Salsa
41. South Street
42. Blue Mountain
43. Bald Top
44. Craftshirts
45. Crabdaddy’s
46. Alpine
47. Fordham Dominion
48. Green Flash
49. Bavarian Chef
50. Bavarian Chef
51. Old Bust Head
52. Wire & Rocks
53. Perfect Pop
54. Perfect Pop
55. Ballast Point
56. Maine Beer Co.
57. Grill 309
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Map not to scale

EAST SPENCER STREET

1. Culpeper Volunteer FD
2. Police / Special Olympics
3. Schlafly
4. Sterling Peacock
5. Alesmith
6. Dogfish Head
7. Precious Metalz
8. Captain Lawrence
9. Parkway
10. Spirited Stems
11. Ninkasi
12. Uncle Elders
13. The Bruery
14. Firestone Walker
15. AB-VED
16. Tina’s Sweet Treats
17. Chickie Dickie
18. Chaos Mountain
19. N&A Catering
20. N&A Catering
21. Brothers
22. VIP
23. VIP
24. Do The Jerky
25. Le Monkey House
26. Starr Hill
27. Pale Fire
28. Troegs
29. Smartmouth

